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We report on studies of spin structures that appear around screw and edge dislocations in Dy !0001" films
grown on W !110" substrates. By means of spin-polarized scanning-tunneling microscopy, we have observed
the formation of vortexlike and lobe-shaped magnetic structures. We have studied the effect of fundamental
dislocations in micromagnetic simulations by including the magnetoelastic interactions in addition to the
usually considered energy terms which arise from the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the exchange ener-
gies. Starting from actual physical parameter values for Dy, our calculations are in qualitative and quantitative
agreement with the size and the shape of the spin structures experimentally observed.
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The influence of structural defects on nanoscale magnetic
properties is not only of fundamental but also of applied
interest as a detailed understanding may be crucial for devel-
oping ultrahigh-density magnetic recording media. For ex-
ample, previous experiments on Pt/Co/Pt trilayers have
shown that the strain associated with linear defects effi-
ciently controls domain wall pinning via the magnetoelastic
!ME" interaction, with only a few of such defects needed to
stabilize the large area domain structure of ultrathin films.1

Rare-earth !RE" metals are of great interest for studies of the
ME interaction since it is particularly strong in this material
class and since multilayers consisting of RE metals and tran-
sition metals are used as magneto-optical recording systems.2

In this context, it is worth noting that previous studies have
shown that the “large scale” magnetic structure of Dy films
on W !110" is dominated by the density of linear defects that
evolve during film growth.3,4

Particularly, strong magnetostrictive effects can be ex-
pected several tens of nanometers around the core of a dis-
location, i.e., at distances smaller than the corresponding de-
cay length of the strain fields in metals. At this length scale,
the magnetic structure should be governed by the competi-
tion between exchange coupling and ME interaction. Since a
thorough investigation requires the direct correlation of
structural and magnetic properties on a lateral scale well be-
low 50 nm, spin-polarized scanning-tunneling microscopy
!SP-STM" appears as the ideal tool.

The SP-STM experiments were performed in an
ultrahigh-vacuum system at temperatures between 20 and 60
K. To obtain magnetic contrast the tips were coated with at
least 100 atomic layers !ALs" of antiferromagnetic Cr, as
described in Ref. 5, or dipped into the Dy film to obtain a Dy
cluster on the tip apex, as described in Ref. 4. These two
methods result in tips preferentially magnetized parallel to
the sample’s surface plane.4,6,7 The magnetic signal was mea-

sured by mapping the spin-resolved differential tunneling
conductance dI /dU as a function of lateral position of the
tip. This dI /dU signal was recorded by lock-in detection of
the current modulation that results from adding a modulation
voltage Umod=25 mVrms to the sample bias and is propor-
tional to the projection of the local magnetization of the
sample, ms, onto the tip magnetization, mt, at any given po-
sition of the surface.8,9

Continuous and flat !0001" terminated Dy films were
grown on W !110" following the process described in Ref. 4.
We have shown that these Dy films exhibit a ferromagnetic
surface layer with magnetic domains in six in-plane direc-
tions at temperatures below the Curie temperature of bulk
Dy.3,4 Figure 1!a" shows an STM topograph of such a 90 AL
film of Dy. The surface presents monoatomic steps that sepa-
rate atomically flat terraces. Two steps always merge at the
position where a screw dislocation with a Burgers vector
#0001$ pierces the surface !white arrows in Fig. 1".3 Within
the atomically flat terraces highly asymmetric depressions
are found that—by means of atomically resolved STM—
were identified as the point where edge dislocations with a
Burgers vector #21̄1̄0$ emerge to the surface.3 In Fig. 1 these
positions are marked by circles. The comparison of the po-
sitions of the line defects observed in the STM topograph in
Fig. 1!a" with the magnetic signal map in Fig. 1!b" reveals
that both kinds of defects result in strong pinning of the
domain walls.3 In most cases, several domains meet at the
position of the pinning center, as, e.g., in the lower right
corner of Fig. 1!b", where three domains meet at the position
of an edge dislocation. These patterns often resemble the
spin structure previously observed around magnetic vortex
cores6 with a continuous in-plane magnetization in close
proximity to the dislocation site. Occasionally, another fea-
ture consisting of a lobelike structure surrounded by a single
ferromagnetic domain are found, as the one marked with a
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gray arrow in Fig. 1!b". Both features are discussed in greater
detail in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Figure 2 shows a close view of the topography and the
spin structure of typical screw !top panels" and edge dislo-
cations !bottom panels". The structural line defects are
marked by hatched circles in the topographs. Figure 2!b"
clearly reveals that four different domains meet at the posi-
tion of the screw dislocation. A vortexlike structure emerging
form the dislocation position is observed in the inset. The
plot in Fig. 2!c" shows a circular line section along the circle
in Fig. 2!b" with the origin at the intersection of the circle
and the radial line taken counterclockwise !CCW" as indi-
cated by the arrow. The circular line section is taken at a
diameter of 7.1 nm. The magnetization changes smoothly
and no plateaus are present. The jumps in the magnetic sig-

nal are due to a different spin-averaged electronic structure at
the step edges.

In the case of the edge dislocation shown in the topograph
in Fig. 2!d", the magnetic signal map of Fig. 2!e" reveals that
five different domains are pinned at the dislocation. Again,
this results in a smooth variation in the magnetization with
no plateaus, as shown in the circular line section of the mag-
netic signal taken at a diameter of 2.4 nm from the core of
the dislocation displayed in Fig. 2!e". In both cases the be-
havior clearly resembles the continuous spin rotation ob-
served around a magnetic vortex core.6 The horizontal lines
in the plot represent the magnetic signal of the brightest and
the darkest domains, i.e., the domains with largest parallel
and antiparallel component of ms relative to mt, respectively.
Obviously, the magnetic signal around the core of the dislo-
cation exceeds these values. This is due to the fact that close
to the dislocation ms is no longer pinned along the six
equivalent easy axes of Dy !0001" but rather continuously
rotates within the surface layer. As a consequence there is a
position where ms is truly !anti"parallel with mt resulting in a
maximum magnetic signal.

As mentioned above, in some cases, edge dislocations are
located within a single domain as in the case of Fig. 3. Panel
3!a" shows the topography of the area. The direction of the
dislocation Burgers vector is indicated in the inset. This di-
rection has been determined by the comparison of the asym-
metric shape of the depression of the dislocation core with
the previously analyzed atomically resolved STM topo-
graphs of similar defects !cf. Ref. 3". Figure 3!b" shows a
magnetic signal map taken simultaneously with Fig. 3!a".
The schematic inset summarizes the different magnetic con-
trast levels which result from different projections of ms onto
mt. Based on the analysis presented in Ref. 4, we obtain an
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FIG. 1. !a" STM topograph and !b" magnetic signal map of a 90
AL Dy film. The schematic inset summarizes the different magnetic
contrast levels which result from different projections of ms onto mt
calculated as in Ref. 4, The arrows !circles" mark the position where
screw !edge" dislocation appear on the surface.
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FIG. 2. #!a" and !d"$ STM topographs and #!b" and !e"$ magnetic
signal maps of typical screw and edge dislocations, respectively. !c"
and !f" are the circular line sections marked in the insets of !b" and
!e".
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FIG. 3. !a" STM topograph and !b" magnetic signal map of a
region where an edge dislocation is localized within a single do-
main. !c" Detail of the neighborhood of the dislocation. !d" Circular
line sections marked in !c".
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angle of 98#5° between the magnetization direction of the
large domain in the square and mt. The closer view in Fig.
3!c" shows that a single insulated dark-bright lobe structure
emerges from the dislocation core. It extends about 10 nm
into the surrounding domain. The circular line sections of the
magnetic signal taken at different distances from the disloca-
tion core shown in Fig. 3!d" reveal a continuous behavior of
the magnetic signal with extremes of the canting angles in
the lobes of 45#15° and 170#15° in the brightest and the
darkest regions.

In order to interpret the observed magnetic structures and
to analyze the driving forces generated by the linear defect,
we have calculated the spin directions of an ensemble of
atoms surrounding an edge dislocation. In physical terms, the
interaction between the stress field occurring around a dislo-
cation line and the spontaneous magnetostrictive strains ex-
isting in a ferromagnet gives rise to a ME energy which,
together with exchange, dipolar, anisotropy, and elastic ener-
gies, determine the magnetic configuration in the neighbor-
hood of the linear defect. In uniformly strained materials, the
distortion of the lattice tends to align the magnetic moments
along certain directions. However, as we shall see below, the
nonuniform stress field of the dislocation results in a canting
of the magnetic moments near the dislocation core. Previous
theoretical studies !see, e.g., Ref. 10, further references
therein" have addressed the role of dislocations and other
lattice defects on collective properties such as the depen-
dence of the coercive field on the domain wall thickness. In
the present work we will focus on the determination of the
local spin arrangement in close proximity to an edge dislo-
cation, and we will compare our simulations with the ob-
served magnetic structures.

In our calculation we consider a ferromagnetic domain in
a Dy film, having its magnetization parallel to one of the
easy magnetization axes !a directions" in the basal plane
!BP" of the Dy hexagonal close packed !hcp" crystal struc-
ture. We assume a single edge dislocation with Burgers vec-
tor b! = #21̄1̄0$a and a dislocation line running perpendicular
to the BP through the whole film thickness. The numerical
study of the spin configuration was performed by using an
hcp arrangement of magnetic ions and considering transla-
tional symmetry along the direction perpendicular to the film
plane, i.e., to the BP of the hcp structure. An hexagonal two-
dimensional !2D" lattice consisting of a set of ion sites was
used. In the center of the mesh we define the origin of a
Cartesian coordinate system !OXY", where the core of a pure
edge dislocation running along the z axis is located. This
extra plane located at y$0 produces a stress field which
essentially compresses the upper half of the mesh and
tenses the lower one. The stress field produced by this
linear defect depends on the crystal structure. For an
hexagonal crystal the non-null components of the stress ten-
sor, %J!r", are !see, e.g., Ref. 11", %xx=!y!ax2+by2" /u!x ,y",
%yy =y!gx2!hy2" /u!x ,y", %xy =%yx=x!ex2! fy2" /u!x ,y", and
%zz=y!px2+qy2" /u!x ,y", where u!x ,y"=x4+sx2y2+ ty4 and
the coefficients of the x and y coordinates are combinations
of the hexagonal elastic constants of the material and include
the Burger’s vector modulus, %b! %=bx=3.2 Å, in our case.
This strongly anisotropic stress field which decays with dis-

tance !%ij &1 /r" couples with the magnetization via the ME
interaction and can be described by a local anisotropy field
which is to be added to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
Thus, the free energy of a layer of Dy ions can be written as
the sum of: !i" the basal-plane anisotropy energy, FCEF which
originates from the crystal electric field !CEF", !ii" the ME
energy, FME, associated with the non-null strains, !iii" the
dipolar energy, FD, and !iv" the exchange energy, FEX. As a
first approximation, FCEF&'iK6

6 cos!6'i", where K6
6 is the

hexagonal BP pure CEF anisotropy constant and 'i is the
angle formed by the ith spin direction and the hcp easy axis,
a. The ME energy per ion, located at ri, may be written in the
form !(J!ri" :%J!ri"(!'kl(kl!ri"%kl!ri", where (J!ri" is the local
magnetostrictive strain tensor which depends on the strength
of the ME interaction and on the spin direction at ri !Ref. 12"
and %J!ri" is the internal stress tensor caused by the disloca-
tion. In our case FME=!'i#)100!%xx

i cos2 'i+%xy
i sin 2'i

+%yy
i sin2 'i"+)101%zz

i $, where )100 and )101 are magneto-
striction constants. The classical dipolar interaction
gives rise to the energy FD= !*0 /4+"g2*B

2'i$j)#Ji ·J j$rij
!3

!3#!Ji ·rij"!J j ·rij"$rij
!5*, where rij is the vector between spin

sites i and j, *0 is the permeability of the vacuum, g is the
Landé factor !4/3 for Dy", J is the total angular momentum
!15/2 for Dy", and *B is the Bohr magneton. Finally,
FEX=!!I /2"'i,j

! Ji ·J j, I being the ferromagnetic exchange
constant and the symbol “ !” indicating that each ion is ex-
change coupled only to its six nearest neighbors.

Minimization of the total energy FCEF+FME+FD+FEX
allows us to obtain the equilibrium configurations of
magnetic momenta around the edge dislocation. As con-
straints we used periodic boundary conditions with a fixed
moment direction at the sample boundaries and constant
modulus for all atomic sites. This means that we are
analyzing the effect of an edge dislocation located in the
center of a single magnetic domain with equal spins which
would be otherwise ferromagnetically aligned along one of
the easy directions, a. Then, by using the normalized
magnetic moments mi= !cos 'ix̂ , sin 'iŷ", the numerical
simulation starts from the simplified expression for the
free energy F=K6

6'i!32mix
6 !48mix

4 +18mix
2 "!'imi

TC!ri"mi

+',,-=x,y'i$jmi,
D,-

ij mj-
! !I /2"J2'i,j

! mi
Tm j, where J

= !J2 /2"I and the position dependent matrix C has the non-
null elements: Cxx=%xx)100, Cyy =%yy)100, Cxy =Cyx=%xy)100,
and Czz=%zz)101, the latter giving a null contribution to F
because the magnetization lies within the BP, and
D,-

ij = !*0 /4+"!g*BJ"2!.,-rij
!3!3rij,

rij-
rij

!5" are the dipole-
dipole interaction coefficients. The variational problem has
been solved numerically by means of the FORTRAN package
LANCELOT that implements a globally convergent augmented
Lagrangian algorithm13 that allows to avoid spurious
local minima. Since the studied Dy film, at T=58 K, clearly
displays ferromagnetic order within the BP, the calculations
have been performed by using the values of I, K6

6,
and )100 of bulk Dy, i.e., I=1.8/107 erg /cm3,14

K6
6=!3.0/106 erg /cm3,15 and )100=8.1/10!3.16 The elas-

tic constants appearing in the coefficients of the components
of the stress tensor, %J!ri", are taken from Ref. 17.

The minimization of the free energy F leads to magnetic
domains which extend indefinitely from the dislocation core
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#see Fig. 4!a", where the projection of the Dy spins onto mt
corresponding to the experimental conditions in Fig. 3 is
plotted$. This result, which does not depend on the size of
the 2D lattice up to 250/250 ion sites, does not explain the
relatively small size of the structure shown in Fig. 3. Only
after adding a Zeeman energy equivalent to the effect of an
in-plane magnetic field of about 1 kOe to the free energy F,

we were able to reproduce the experimental finding of Fig. 3.
A possible origin of this in plane magnetic field may be

the magnetic sandwich structure of Dy films on W !110".
Indeed, it has been observed by means of resonant soft x-ray
scattering in a 180 AL Dy film on W !110" that the low
temperature !T0125 K" magnetic profile of the film is
rather complex.18

Figure 4!b" shows the results of the new calculation and
Fig. 4!c" shows the direction of the spins in a 75/75 ion
sites region. The calculation recovers the extension of the
observed magnetic structure and its general shape. Further-
more, Fig. 4!d" shows direct comparison of the magnetic
signal from the experimental data and the calculated one, for
two circular line sections at d=7 nm and d=3.5 nm. The
agreement is quite good, particularly if we consider that in
the parts where deviations occur we observe !see Fig. 3" the
presence of adsorbates in the sample that clearly distort the
magnetic image. The extrema of the magnetization canting
angles in the calculation are 58° and 138° and are in reason-
able agreement with the previously mentioned experimental
values !notice that these extrema are located at around 61°
and 280° in the circular line sections of Fig. 4".

In summary, the nanoscale magnetic structure around
single line defects in Dy/W !110" films has been studied by
means of SP-STM and micromagnetic calculations. The
presence of complex spin structures can be quantitatively
explained by the strong changes in magnetic easy axis driven
by the coupling of the magnetoelastic energy and the defor-
mation field around the dislocation core.
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FIG. 4. !a" Calculated dI /dU map, using
a 250/250 lattice, corresponding to the experimental conditions in
Fig. 3. Two level contours are marked upon the lobes for visual
purpose. !b" The same as for !a", with stabilizing field !see text for
details". !c" Vector plot of the theoretical magnetic moments in the
vicinity of the edge dislocation #75/75 sites, central part of !b"$;
for clarity, a simplified mesh is represented. Panels !d" correspond
to the circular CCW line sections, in the horizontal axis the angle in
degrees starting from the white dots and in the vertical axis the
magnetic signal in arbitrary units, shown in !c", at d=7 nm and
d=3.5 nm.
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